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this article offers a framework that distinguishes theoretically and
empirically four classes of moral judgment evaluations norm judgments moral
wrongness judgments and blame judgments these judgments differ in their
typical objects the information they process their speed and their social
functions this article takes up moral reasoning as a species of practical
reasoning that is as a type of reasoning directed towards deciding what to do
and when successful issuing in an intention see entry on practical reason the
typical moral judgment is that some trait such as a particular person s
benevolence or laziness is a virtue or a vice a character trait for hume is a
psychological disposition consisting of a tendency to feel a certain
sentiment or combination of sentiments ones that often move their possessor
to action one might use a detailed definition of moral judgment to define
morality in a descriptive sense in another way other than simply as the
content of a person s moral judgments or the content of the moral judgments
that prevail in a certain society or group the activity of moral judgement is
that of thinking about whether something has a moral attribute the thing
assessed might be an action person institution or state of affairs and the
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attribute might either be general such as rightness or badness or specific
such as loyalty or injustice the study of moral judgement and decision making
examines the way people behave and react to social and moral dilemmas moral
and ethical theories usually provide the foundation for moral judgment refers
to a decision about what one should do in a morally problematic situation
what is right and what is wrong when deciding what to do the cognitive
developmental approach long dominated the research domain and moral judgment
is often assessed in terms of lawrence kohlberg s 1984 theory of the
development of moral here we define moral judgment as categorizing a target
event behavior people etc as morally right or morally wrong or not morally
relevant this may include evaluations norm judgments wrongness judgments and
blame judgments the chapter explains what makes moral judgment and decision
making unique it also reviews three major research themes and their
explananda morally prohibited value trade offs in decision making rules
reason and emotion in trade offs and judgments of moral blame and punishment
such moral dilemmas and the paradoxes they create have been studied for
centuries the morality lab at boston college applies modern behavioral and
neuroimaging methods to identify the psychological and brain bases of moral
judgments this review focuses on moral judgments and is written from the
perspective of cognitive psychologists interested in theories of the
cognitive and affective processes underlying judgments in moral domains the
job of a moral theory is to produce a coherent set of principles that will
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support our moral judgements where does the warrant for accepting the set of
principles come from it comes from the coherence of those principles with
each other and with our moral judgements moral judgments are judgments that
are made usually implicitly by using the moral system they can of course be
mistaken but the paradigm cases of moral judgments are those that are
correctly made by using the moral system research on moral judgments
essentially examines the assignment of good versus bad intentions to others
for instance based on their observed behaviors in what follows we review
contemporary research on moral judg ment and decision making and suggest ways
that the major themes in the literature relate to the notion of moral
flexibility first we take a step back and explain what makes moral judgment
and decision making unique this article offers a framework that distinguishes
theoretically and empirically four classes of moral judgment evaluations norm
judgments moral wrongness judgments and blame judgments these judgments
differ in their typical objects the information they process their speed and
their social functions moral judgment a sense of the moral requirements and
possibilities of the situation which goes beyond what the rules by themselves
can tell us let us consider courage for example the duty of courage we might
define as the duty to defend or pursue what is important to us in the face of
obstacles which make this difficult or dangerous al historically
psychologists have disagreed about whether moral judgments are primarily
products of emotional and non rational processes such as freudian
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internalization or behaviorist reinforcement or of reasoning and higher
cognition as in piaget s and kohlberg s post conventional reasoning the role
of moral judgment is largely unrecognized in the literatures on healthcare
communication caring empathy trust disparities and education yet since the
mid twentieth century sociologists have noted the prevalence of moral
judgment in healthcare those who attack the third premise but accept the
other two premises see moral judgments as having the cognitive content of a
true or false judgment of fact and still being able to motivate the persons
making the judgment independently of their antecedent desires
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this article offers a framework that distinguishes theoretically and
empirically four classes of moral judgment evaluations norm judgments moral
wrongness judgments and blame judgments these judgments differ in their
typical objects the information they process their speed and their social
functions
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this article takes up moral reasoning as a species of practical reasoning
that is as a type of reasoning directed towards deciding what to do and when
successful issuing in an intention see entry on practical reason
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the typical moral judgment is that some trait such as a particular person s
benevolence or laziness is a virtue or a vice a character trait for hume is a
psychological disposition consisting of a tendency to feel a certain
sentiment or combination of sentiments ones that often move their possessor
to action
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one might use a detailed definition of moral judgment to define morality in a
descriptive sense in another way other than simply as the content of a person
s moral judgments or the content of the moral judgments that prevail in a
certain society or group
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the activity of moral judgement is that of thinking about whether something
has a moral attribute the thing assessed might be an action person
institution or state of affairs and the attribute might either be general
such as rightness or badness or specific such as loyalty or injustice
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the study of moral judgement and decision making examines the way people
behave and react to social and moral dilemmas moral and ethical theories
usually provide the foundation for
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moral judgment refers to a decision about what one should do in a morally
problematic situation what is right and what is wrong when deciding what to
do the cognitive developmental approach long dominated the research domain
and moral judgment is often assessed in terms of lawrence kohlberg s 1984
theory of the development of moral
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here we define moral judgment as categorizing a target event behavior people
etc as morally right or morally wrong or not morally relevant this may
include evaluations norm judgments wrongness judgments and blame judgments
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the chapter explains what makes moral judgment and decision making unique it
also reviews three major research themes and their explananda morally
prohibited value trade offs in decision making rules reason and emotion in
trade offs and judgments of moral blame and punishment

the science of morality american psychological
association
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such moral dilemmas and the paradoxes they create have been studied for
centuries the morality lab at boston college applies modern behavioral and
neuroimaging methods to identify the psychological and brain bases of moral
judgments
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this review focuses on moral judgments and is written from the perspective of
cognitive psychologists interested in theories of the cognitive and affective
processes underlying judgments in moral domains

moral judgement routledge encyclopedia of
philosophy
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the job of a moral theory is to produce a coherent set of principles that
will support our moral judgements where does the warrant for accepting the
set of principles come from it comes from the coherence of those principles
with each other and with our moral judgements

moral judgments morality its nature and
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moral judgments are judgments that are made usually implicitly by using the
moral system they can of course be mistaken but the paradigm cases of moral
judgments are those that are correctly made by using the moral system

the psychology of morality a review and analysis of
Apr 07 2023

research on moral judgments essentially examines the assignment of good
versus bad intentions to others for instance based on their observed
behaviors

moral judgment and decision making university of
chicago
Mar 06 2023



in what follows we review contemporary research on moral judg ment and
decision making and suggest ways that the major themes in the literature
relate to the notion of moral flexibility first we take a step back and
explain what makes moral judgment and decision making unique
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this article offers a framework that distinguishes theoretically and
empirically four classes of moral judgment evaluations norm judgments moral
wrongness judgments and blame judgments these judgments differ in their
typical objects the information they process their speed and their social
functions

moral judgment jstor
Jan 04 2023

moral judgment a sense of the moral requirements and possibilities of the
situation which goes beyond what the rules by themselves can tell us let us
consider courage for example the duty of courage we might define as the duty



to defend or pursue what is important to us in the face of obstacles which
make this difficult or dangerous al

how and where does moral judgment work
Dec 03 2022

historically psychologists have disagreed about whether moral judgments are
primarily products of emotional and non rational processes such as freudian
internalization or behaviorist reinforcement or of reasoning and higher
cognition as in piaget s and kohlberg s post conventional reasoning

how clinicians make or avoid moral judgments of
patients
Nov 02 2022

the role of moral judgment is largely unrecognized in the literatures on
healthcare communication caring empathy trust disparities and education yet
since the mid twentieth century sociologists have noted the prevalence of
moral judgment in healthcare
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those who attack the third premise but accept the other two premises see
moral judgments as having the cognitive content of a true or false judgment
of fact and still being able to motivate the persons making the judgment
independently of their antecedent desires
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